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Connecting the Past, Present and the Future:
A Story about the Travel of Education through Time

Jón Torfi Jónasson

Storyline—an inspiration

Preparing for the keynote at the Storyline conference in Iceland in 2012, I was inspired by the ideas promoted by the Storyline teachers in two ways. Firstly, by the very powerful notion that education is about a holistic understanding of the world, particularly well expressed by the idea of telling a story. Secondly, by the notion that education demands the full co-operation and interaction between the teacher and the student where the former facilitates in an open but disciplined way the education of the latter. Thus I was inspired to tell the following story at the heart of which is education as both an idea and as a practice that fits particularly well with the ideas and practices of Storyline.

When looking back at education as an institution throughout the centuries it is very difficult to determine if it has changed much—but this depends of course on what aspects of education we think are important and what we consider to be substantial change. Perhaps everything related to the world, including education, has changed so much that it is practically a waste of time to consider its history—or, on the contrary, it could be that what we think is most essential has not changed very much and therefore we can perhaps adopt some of the aims, form or content of education from previous centuries. For example, given our current emphasis on reading or literacy and the way we organise our classrooms, and given the way we conduct much of modern teaching, it seems that time-honoured aims, content and methods stand the test of time remarkably well. On the other
hand, when we consider the tremendous advances in the production of knowledge, particularly noticeable in science and technology, and also the open instantaneous access to much of this knowledge in addition to the technological toolboxes opened up by computer technology, it seems that we have little in common with past centuries.

In an attempt to discern between the old and the new of our educational edifice I will recount a story of some aspects of the development of Western education through the centuries. At no stage will I, however, apologise for the glaring and constant oversimplification nor for the lack of underpinning and examples, which would hide the thread and the message through tedium and name-dropping. I still think this kind of an account is exceedingly important and may help us to decide what is most valuable in our current conduct of education and how we may intelligently and fruitfully think about the future of education.

One of the early Plato dialogues, Menon, opens with the question, put by Menon:

“Can you tell me, Socrates, whether virtue is acquired by teaching or by practice; or if neither by teaching nor practice, then whether it comes to man by nature, or in what other way?”

The remainder of this text elaborates on this and related issues from different angles. Several parts of the dialogue inspire reflection on the nature, content and conduct of education. It was certainly accepted by the Greeks that virtue was of highest importance, but the question was, if it could be taught at all, and if so, who would have the credibility or competence to teach it and also when and how. Socrates, worthy of his reputation, shows that the matter is not as simple as it appeared to Menon at first sight, but the general tenor of the discourse was nevertheless that if virtue could be taught, it should be. Their conclusion was that it could not, but the matter did not close then: it has been with us since in many guises. The general question is what can be taught and what is within the purview of education or the school system.

Some fundamental questions of education are raised in the dialogue, if only in a general way. Firstly, what content or which values would call for an educational process and, secondly, who might be the teachers and what should be their credentials for making them credible teachers of virtue or whatever they purported to teach.

The process of disentangling these issues in the Menon is an example of the best known educational idea of all times, i.e. what is often called the Socratic discourse or method, emphasised by the content of this and other dialogues of Plato, but very pointedly by an example, also in the Menon,
where Socrates decides to teach the boy slave the exact length of the diagonal of a square. In the process Socrates notes, “Do you observe, Menon, that I am not teaching the boy anything, but only asking him questions...?”

It further becomes a very important part of the process to clarify what the learner knows and what he does not in order to produce the preconditions for learning. The underlying idea is that one does not have any reason or motivation to learn something that one already thinks one knows and, as Socrates notes, “But do you suppose that he would ever have enquired into or learned what he fancied that he knew, though he was really ignorant of it, until he had fallen into perplexity under the idea that he did not know, and had desired to know?” A crucial part of the method is to clarify what is known and what is not; the Socratic Method demands a sophisticated discipline. So does all good teaching.

In the heyday of ancient Greece there was already a lively discussion about education as an enterprise, in particular due to the endeavour of the Sophists, who offered systematic instruction for payment. This endeavour was criticised by Socrates and Plato, both for the methods being used (which seem to be kindred to what we would now call “traditional” methods of teaching) but also for some of the content that was on offer, such as the teaching of virtue and who would have the capacity for teaching it. A part of the discourse is taken further in the Republic, where Plato suggests a curriculum fit for the leaders of the State, repeatedly emphasising that education may be a necessary precondition for leadership, but by no means a sufficient one. Education does not guarantee the personal attributes that are absolutely essential for a first rate non-corruptible leader. But for all stages of schooling the curriculum suggested in the Republic had clear aims, ranging from the heroic stories and music, intended to mould the personality, to philosophy meant to steer the value judgements of potential leaders from worldly goods to non-material higher aspirations.

Note that the discussion is framed in a culture nearly 2500 years older than ours with, inter alia, completely different cultural norms, enormous class and gender differentiation, very different notions of the nature of knowledge and with no established system of education prior to this time. Nevertheless we find a remarkable affinity with the modern issues being discussed and the details of the lines of contention. And some of these need to be reiterated even in the 21st century.

What do we expect of education? It is sometimes thought that it has always been taken for granted that education as an enterprise was needed or was a rational undertaking. It is clear from the writings of the Greek
philosophers that the idea has been around for a long time but it is relatively recently that it has been assumed to be sensible and necessary for everybody. Similarly it is often assumed that the purpose of education has always been clear or uncontested. This is far from the truth and for a long time in educational history the principal tasks of education were taken to be different from what we think is the case today. Again it is sometimes assumed that a system of education catering for all children has always been in place; this is also far from being so, but now it is such an ingrained part of our modern society that instead of asking how we best implement our educational aspirations, we are nearer to asking how we might best utilise our system of education as if its existence or its rudimentary modus operandi could or should not be questioned.

We are not expected to question the basic tenets of our system. That is probably why the modern educational debate seems most of the time to be more about method than aims. We note, however, that these are partly related. The debate is sometimes framed by referring to who should be at the centre of education, the teacher (or the instructor) who transmits or delivers the already assembled and digested body of knowledge, or the student (the one who is supposed to learn or understand) who assimilates, extracts, internalises or constructs his own understanding. Having decided which perspective to adopt we can decide how to mould the process of education. Again, with hindsight, it can be inferred that this is a part of a very long-lasting debate. In the Menon Plato argues that the most sensible way of learning is through a reflective discourse where the teacher acts somewhat similarly to a midwife extracting the knowledge hidden in the student’s mind (in keeping with Plato’s theory of knowledge). He was thereby directly criticising the unidirectional dissemination of information and ideas seen to characterise the Sophist method. To all intents and purposes, his was the perspective originally accepted by Christian religious education, especially as expounded by St. Augustine (indeed under some Platonic influence). Later, this was partly contested by the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas, who revived in a formal way the instructional role of the teacher, even in matters of religion, while still retaining the reflection (meditatio) and questioning (disputatio) elements of the process of instruction as a part of his Scholastic method. The student-centred approach was again revived (repeatedly) during the Reformation with the insistence that every child, whether boy or girl, should be able to attain their own understanding and belief through their personal reading of the Bible. Therefore the text had to be in their own language, which they had to learn to read. Thus for the Protestant Christians, represented especially vigorously in Northern Europe, for
example by the Pietists, reading was a necessary instrument for becoming a true believer and this applied to all, high and low. Furthermore the written guide for achieving these aims was the Catechism, which was structured with questions and answers essentially based on a dialogue, which was intended to facilitate genuine understanding. Thus learning to read was a very important feature of a child- or student-centred approach to learning.

Somewhat later than the influence of the Protestant approach to religious education, was the influence of the Enlightenment, which spread throughout Europe and to the Americas, especially in the 18th century and onwards. The choice of the word is of particular significance: knowledge throws light on one’s world, opens up new understanding, new horizons and has the potential to set individuals, communities and even nations free, in the sense that they are not kept at bay simply by their own ignorance. Knowledge throws light on things with the aid of reason and carries the potential of freedom of thought by severing chains of tradition. A very important manifestation of the importance of knowledge was the publication of the Encyclopaedia in the third quarter of the 18th century in France. This emphasis on knowledge with developments of printing gradually made books more available and accessible and underpinned the importance of reading, resonating very well with the Protestant emphasis on reading. But it is very important to note that the philosophers and scientists who inspired and led the 17th and 18th centuries’ thought, saw knowledge and reason as tools for change whether it be related to the political regime or scientific understanding.

The aims of education

Throughout its long history, many different aims have been behind the idea of educating people, whether for the elite few or more recently for universal education. It is not the case that it has always been mainly or largely about the skills of reading and writing or amassing huge amounts of information or mastering skills for certain trades or the world of work more generally, even though these have practically always been present, notably in the liberal arts curriculum throughout the centuries. And even as reading and writing were prominent for long periods these were seen as tools for a fairly specific (if changing) purpose. Being able to read, while important, was not a goal in itself but rather a means towards a loftier end: reading Greek and Roman literature and history in order to acquire knowledge for rhetorical proficiency, as in Greek and Roman times; learning to read in order to read the languages of the classics, as
emphasised by the humanists: reading in order to enjoy the spirit of the classical minds as proposed by the neo-humanists: being able to read in your mother tongue, as emphasised by most protestant denominations, in order to develop your own personal religious belief; or reading to understand the world as advocated by the Enlightenment. This end changed and oscillated between various poles at various times, ranging from being able to argue a case, to becoming a more genuinely human, virtuous, or religious person, and to becoming free as a citizen and a knowledgeable human being. But there are problems with these ideas and not only related to the conceptual and feasible, questions already raised by Plato in the \textit{Menon}. We will elaborate on two of them.

For a variety of religious, ideological and also quite pragmatic reasons, universal secular education was gradually implemented across much of Europe during the 17th and in particular the 18th century. This served the ideas of the Protestant demands for universal literacy and it also served the Enlightenment ideology emphasising education as a means to personal and social freedom. The problem here is that what motivated the authorities was very importantly the idea of social control; the freedom obtained had to be considerably controlled. Benavot and Resnik (2006: 22) propose that there was a "need to shape citizens' loyalty through the inculcation of ideologies of nationhood" as well as forming an educated elite, similar to what Napoleon had in mind for France at the beginning of the 19th century. It is quite clear that the ideas of universal education were essentially quite elitist, except perhaps for those advanced by the pious Protestants.

The other modulating factor is the development of a positivist ideology during the 19th century, which emphasised the importance of factual knowledge on the one hand, and its neutrality on the other. Facts were facts and these carried with them neither value judgements nor implication of application, for example, for political ends. And even though Romanticism and Neo-humanistic ideas in many ways superseded the Enlightenment ideas as characterising the philosophical debate in the 19th century, some version of the latter ideas gradually took control over the system of education. Now, reading and writing became primary goals, practically as ends in themselves, and similarly the acquisition of encyclopaedic knowledge came to the fore: knowledge was the key factor in the education of modern man, preferably knowledge that underpinned traditional values but non-critical and without any socially subversive undertones. New knowledge should be free of values.

Throughout its history, there has been a considerable interest in educational change and in a very important sense the battle lines were
already drawn in the criticism Plato levelled against the Sophists and the remedies, with reference to method, suggested in particular by the Socratic Method. The debate from early times was partly about aims but more concretely about method or approach, with less emphasis on content, even though these are, of course, closely related issues. It is difficult to classify the ideas or pleas for reform, but it seems that many of the ideas of early modernity pressed for moving the content of education from the classical academic world to the real world in which the young lived. The question about emphasis or aims has been present for a long time, where the tendency has always been to move towards the academic, whether this meant classical or liberal knowledge or encyclopaedic knowledge as in later times. Erasmus, like many of the humanists and later the neo-humanists, placed emphasis on fostering the human element through classical literature, whereas Montaigne and Vives placed more emphasis on relating education to real life, a note also struck by both Comenius and Rousseau. The latter, in book IV of Emile, emphasises that both personal and social development are very important educational aims. Pestalozzi proposed and organised education that would foster the head, the heart and the hand in his educational endeavours.

There was a particularly noteworthy educational development during the latter part of the 18th century, notably in Germany with the establishment of the Realschulen, i.e. schools with practical emphasis. The idea was that general education should have some relation to real life, especially practical industry and not be solely preoccupied with religious, classical or encyclopaedic knowledge. This can be seen as an important step in the direction of moving much of apprentice-based, vocational education into the school system during the 19th century. This may again be seen as the precursor to the later comprehensive ideal of general education, but even more importantly it relates to the idea of ‘human capital’ that was formalised within the field of education during the latter part of the 20th century, even though it had been implicit from much earlier times. These ideas gave the already established and highly developed systems of education a clear aim, an updated raison d’être: that of producing a competent work force. This is somewhat unfair to some of the proponents of kindred ideas; both Dewey and Kerschensteiner were interested in educating good (if critical) citizens who might also be prepared for the world of work.

As we move nearer to the 19th century and later into the 20th century, the focus becomes somewhat narrower, more on knowledge and skills, and consequently on the method of transmitting these. Given the culture of the school, moral issues do not perhaps belong there anymore. Grundtvig, a
devout Danish Christian and a passionate proponent of education, wrote a short piece just before the middle of the 19th century, where he asks if religious belief is really a school subject. Normally the newer ideas do not in fact question the general premises of the skill-based and enlightened general curriculum of the 19th century: the question is how it is inculcated into the children’s minds. There are two sides to this coin, both simultaneously prominent in educational reform writings during the late 19th and 20th centuries. One is what we may call child-centred ideology, i.e. the need to respect the pupil as a person and a learner and to take into account his or her development and interests and physical and social environment. We see this much earlier in the writings of Rousseau, but also in Montessori’s ideas, for example in her ideas on auto-education and particularly clearly in the title of Ellen Key’s (1909) book *The Century of the Child* and in her emphasis on the personal development of each individual child. The other side relates to the interaction with the child, noting that knowledge or understanding must be built up gradually or constructed through somewhat individual interaction and personal action by the learner. The learner becomes an active participant in developing his or her gradual understanding. This is also emphasised by the problem-solving pedagogy advanced by Dewey and by a host of other reform-oriented progressive educators on both sides of the Atlantic. These ideas were in their essence revived in the 1960s also on both sides of the Atlantic, stimulated by Bruner and his associates with ‘new’ curricula and methods. It is remarkable how little vitality and vigour in educational change we have since witnessed at a global level.

The form of education

During most of the time under discussion education has been an elitist idea, i.e. something for the few, which makes it perhaps difficult to map the old ideas onto our present insistence of universal high quality education for all. The problem is partly a problem of logistics, because many of the old ideas require a personal teacher or rather a guide or a mentor who interacts on a personal basis with each and every pupil, such as in Rousseau’s *Emile*. But it may also depend on the view people have on the aims and nature of education. This is not straightforward, however. Even though the aims are related to very personal characteristics or experiences it seems as if very direct and unilateral methods of transmission were sometimes adopted, whether by the Sophists while teaching virtue, by the Church while preaching religion to the masses or by the school systems trying to ensure personal mastery and understanding
of complex knowledge. And it perhaps worked, for some learners, some of the time. Even in settings where this approach was not tolerated, such as when the Catechism was explicitly established to ensure personal understanding and appropriation of the religious doctrines through an interactive simulation of questions and answers with the guidance and interrogation of both parents and priests, the result seems more often than not to have been very mechanistic rote learning of the texts in question.

But the modus operandi of 19th and 20th century education seems to be less of a problem if the aim is largely to transmit facts and then to master skills, such as reading and writing, which facilitate this. It seems that a great deal of such transmission can be accomplished in large classes. Two aspects of this are particularly noteworthy. The first is that it might have been thought that, with the development of the printing press, the character of education might have changed: texts could be read outside the classroom and the class time used more for working on the ideas and understanding in an interactive fashion. This was certainly the idea developed by Aquinas' four stages of instruction, assuming considerable work to be done by the student outside class and this is, of course, inherent in the idea of student homework where the students were expected to prepare for class. Homework was an important part of schooling where the material was meant to be read outside the classroom. But in spite of the enormous development of printing technology over many centuries, teaching that relied on written text did not change very much. Still, the old idea of using text or the spoken word as a means of preparing for class was revived at the beginning of the 21st century with the so-called "flipped classrooms", where the student is expected to do some well-defined work outside the classroom, thus enabling the teacher to concentrate on tasks that require some unique guidance or interaction. The second point to note relates to the notion that education is basically about transmission of information. Even if the aims of education are principally related to encyclopaedic knowledge, i.e. to the understanding of ideas and learning facts in the process, it requires the reflective engagement of the pupil and interaction with the environment (in particular the teacher) exactly as proposed by Socrates using the example of the length of the diagonal of the square he demonstrated in the _Menon_. Thus, even within the narrow confines of encyclopaedic understanding, the individual construction of knowledge afforded by the Socratic Method, or its siblings, is certainly called for.
Education and the future

In a paradoxical sense education is all about preparing for the future but this is notably done by concentrating on the past, i.e. using ideas, methods, content and values from our long-gone or recent history as the basis for what we do within the educational edifice. There are a number of good reasons for this: mainly that we know a lot about the past but happen not to know much about the future, or we convince ourselves that we do not, and we even think that in principle we cannot have such knowledge. But that would not be a fair claim about the future for at least two reasons. One is that the future is, in a sense, already here—a lot of what is going to be important to coming generations has already materialised, perhaps on a limited scale and is often not known to many. This is true for new cultures of work, new types of jobs, new technology, new scientific knowledge, new educational realities and new global challenges, all of which are already with us. The second reason why we know a fair bit about the future is that we can predict quite a lot about how all of these will change and develop in the next decades, even though there are important aspects of the future which we cannot foresee; and we also know that all of them will change considerably and at an increasing rate. The world has changed quite dramatically over the past few decades but will quite definitely change much more in the next few.

Partly explicit and partly implicit in the above story of education, is the claim that the current idea that the overarching task of education is the accumulation of important skills and value-free knowledge certainly has its roots in the long history of Western education regaining its dominance to a certain extent during the late 18th century, but mainly during the 19th and 20th centuries. At times, the ideas of social and individual virtues, humanistic, moral or liberal values and the role of education to ensure civic civic attitudes and the freedom of the human spirit seem to be constantly pushed to the side.

Among the most important messages of this story is to inspire a very long-term view of education and not to assume that lines drawn in the most recent centuries are necessarily the best guides to the future, either in terms of aims, content, or method. Nor should we assume that having such a solid system of education as our present system certainly is, must mean that it is or should be immutable from any of the three perspectives. In particular, we should ask if some of the previous important reasons given for the task of educating the young, pushed aside by the positivistic, human capital arguments taking centre stage during the recent past, might
be revived or at least pitted against the information- and skills-based curriculum of the present.

In the process of looking towards the future it is important to establish what the immutable features are within the educational edifice. Perhaps there are none. Not even the system of education itself. There were all sorts of pragmatic reasons why a system of (compulsory) education was a sensible step a few centuries back. Three seem to be particularly relevant, here. Firstly, there was the possibility to control the curriculum through a state-administered setup. Secondly, there was the economy of scale; given the size of the task, education would only be affordable with relatively few teachers engaged in educating many children. Thirdly, there was the division of labour, as it would make sense that some people would have the dedication, skills and competence to take on the task of instructing the young. But there are several additional reasons why a system was established. Given the idea of universal education, it makes sense to ensure that every child has the right to a good education irrespective of the parents' interest or means. It was also sensible to offer facilities for practising education gradually with some specific amenities to ensure that all subjects could be taught in the best circumstances possible. It also made sense to offer children the opportunity to interact with each other socially. But it is a moot question if education was ever meant to provide equality of opportunity as Illich (1976) thought was the intention or whenever that idea came into force.

It would be questionable if we, in modern times, turned the argument on its head, claiming that as we now have such a strong and robust system that might, however, have outlived some of its initial reasons for being, so some new reasons must be discovered in order to justify its existence. And even though the system is well equipped and powerful it may not have the capacity to cope with all the tasks we might now want it to tackle.

Even when some changes may seem reasonable in the view of changing times, new cultures or new tasks may not be all that easy to engineer. The stronger the traditions, and the more robust the system, the more difficult it is to change it. What can we learn about the future of education from this account?

The lessons learned from this story about the development of Western education are perhaps somewhat unexpected and counterintuitive. Given that the ideas about basic human virtues and the ideas about social values many of us cherish are remarkably kindred to what they were some two thousand years ago, and that we may still consider the analysis presented by Socrates and Plato as highly pertinent to our deliberations, we might conclude that the most important ideas about what education is for, might
not have changed all that much. But the current emphasis on skills, standards and testing tells us otherwise. On the other hand given the enormous changes in everyday cultures, especially with various technological developments over the past few hundred years, and the enormous knowledge explosion during the same period, we might have thought that the content, but especially the methods of educational practice, would have transformed beyond recognition. We would, again, be mistaken. I suggest that the ways in which we conduct education have changed remarkably little, given the opportunities and reasons for change, but the aims of education have changed most, perhaps without very good reasons. Perhaps it should be the other way around. The future invites, affords and sometimes demands quite dramatic changes in the way we conduct and think about education. And the story about the development of educational thinking should urge reconsideration of the aims and methods of education and give us the confidence to re-awaken some of the good ideas from our rich historical past—and to dismiss the lesser ones.
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